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About





Apucoin, the memeiest memecoin.


Apu, also known as Help Helper or Peepo, is a pepe-variant that is used to represent a much younger, kinder and more naive anthropomorphic frog.



Fed up with low-effort memecoins, more often than not led by deceptive developers, Apu decided to create his own fairly launched, fully transparent coin: $APU – the one and only coin for all frens.



Having already conquered the internet and the hearts of millions of people, Apu is now on his way to conquer the cryptosphere. If you consider yourself a fren, feel free to join us on this amazing ride to the only place where a character like Apu belongs to: the moon.



Apucoin (APU) is a forked version of Apus Club Token, a scam where the developer erased their website, telegram, all socials, and vanished. Since it was unknown how much control the developer had, community members forked into Apucoin.com the exact same day the previous developer erased everything.
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How to claim Airdrop.



 Sign in with Twitter






SIGN IN WITH TWITTER:


SIGN IN TO THE AIRDROP PORTAL WITH TWITTER.










UPLOAD APUS:


SHOW US YOUR RARE APUS OR APU OC.













CLIMB THE LEADERBOARD:


CLIMB LEADERBOARD TO CLAIM AIRDROP FIRST.










RECEIVE $APU:


$APU AIRDROPPED TO YOUR PERSONAL WALLET, YOU ARE NOW A COMMUNITY MEMBER!















Tokenomics
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420,690,000,000 APU

TOTAL SUPPLY
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SELL TAX
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100%
OF SUPPLY AIRDROPPED + PROVIDED TO LP
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Airdrop.
AVAILABLE FOR LIMITED TIME














After the airdrop the remaining $APU will be locked in a Liquidity Pool. You’ve already done the hardest part, which was finding $APU — now buckle up and enjoy the ride.









Roadmap






Phase 1:

[image: ]  Launch.

[image: ]  DEX listings.

[image: ]  $APU Airdrop to frens.

[image: ]  1,000+ holders.










Phase 2:

[image: ]  Free $APU merch for holders.

[image: ]  $APU takeover.

[image: ]  Strategic partnerships.

[image: ]  10,000+ holders.













Phase 3:

[image: ]  CEX listings.

[image: ]  Apu's Official Merch.

[image: ]  Sneak Peaks of NFT.

[image: ]  50,000+ holders.










Phase 4:

[image: ]  Apu's NFT collection.

[image: ]  Swamp takeover.

[image: ]  100,000+ holders.

[image: ]  [redacted]










As you can see, $APU is here to last. From our initial launch to $APU world domination, each phase of the roadmap was carefully crafted with the community and prosperity in mind. With great developers, a solid roadmap, an amazing community, and Apu as our leader, we believe that soon every person in the world will be calling themselves a fren.









So, what are you waiting for?



   JOIN US    



 Sign in with Twitter
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